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Active and passive voice pdf test

Instructions: A sentence was issued in active/passive audio in the following question. Choose the one of the four suggested alternatives that best expresses the same sentence in Passive/Active Voice. In this active and passive audio quiz, you get 10 active voice-overs and you need to turn them into passive sound.
Remember that in order to make a passive voice, we make the subject of the sentence subject, add the correct form of the verb to be, and change the verb of the past adjective yesyear. Sometimes you'll move the subject to the end of the sentence, adding the word by, although you often skip that when it's clear who's
doing the action. Here's an example: Peter faxes over the document (active)The document is faxed to Peter (passive) Show / Hide the Answers Home &gt; grammar quizzes &gt; active and passive audio quiz registration free grammar tips for your inbox! Any questions or comments about the language you negotiated on
this site? Post your opinion here. This active &amp; passive audio online test simulates real online qualifying exams. Based on active &amp; passive sound concept, we introduce multi-choice questions (MCQs), where you get four options. You select the most appropriate answer to the question, and then proceed to the
next question without wasting any of your time. You will get your online test score after completing the full test. All questions − 10Max Time − 10 minutes Active sentences vs passive sentences When A is not B, there are two possible ways to talk about it: active or passive. In active sentences, A is the subject (before the
verb). In passive sentences, the theme is B. Check the following examples: Someone cleaned the classroom yesterday. (Active) The classroom was cleaned every day. (Passive) As you can see, the subject of the active sentence is the subject of a passive sentence. Learn how to create passive in different verb times.
When do we use passive? Passive is more formal than active and more common in written language. We often use passive when we don't know if it's obvious or if we don't want to be so telling out or what's responsible for the action. A bank was robbed yesterday. (We don't know who robbed the bank.) The robber was
arrested last night. (Obviously, the police arrested the robber.) They said you insulted my brother. (I don't want to tell you who told me.) Jurassic Park was filmed by Spielberg in 1993. (I'm talking about Jurassic Park and not Spielberg.) Passive voice is very common in news and official writing. Arsenal have already
beaten 3-‐0 and are now in 4th. The British Embassy in Israel was destroyed by an earthquake. Catalan elections will be held next September. Passive voice + by We can use it to tell you who or what is responsible for the action. The painting was bought by a very wealthy American. Penicillin was invented by Alexander
Fleming. Page 2 The sentences of the Sound. Turn them into passive sounds. there was this letter that written Answers 1. He teaches English. 2. Bananas are ate by the child. 3. Write a letter. 4. The servant punished the master. 5. He wrote a book for her. 6. Who wrote this letter? 7. The meal is cooked by someone
every day. 8. He was wearing a blue shirt. 9. You can be happy! 10. They build a house. 11. I finished the work. 12. The report was sent yesterday. You can do this grammar quiz online or print it on paper. It tests what you've learned on the Passive Voice page. Passive Voice Games Grammar Games This passive sound
test checks your understanding of the use of passive and active voice in English. You must create sentences that fill empty spaces. See if your score is perfect. You've finished the quiz before. That's why you can't start over. To start the quiz, you must log in or register. You need to complete the following quiz to start this
quiz: Improve your English grammar with more lessons and exercises. Click on the links below to learn and practice. Page 2Then passive sound test checks that you are aware of the use of passive and active audio in English. You must create sentences that fill empty spaces. See if your score is perfect. You've finished
the quiz before. That's why you can't start over. To start the quiz, you must log in or register. You need to complete the following quiz to start this quiz: Improve your English grammar with more lessons and exercises. Click on the links below to learn and practice. Practice.
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